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CALCULATION OF THE MATTER PROPAGATION 
IN THE RIVER OR OPEN CHANNEL SYSTEM 
TRAN GIA LICH 
Institute of Mathematics, NCST of Vietnam 
ABSTRACT. In this paper we consider the following problems: The existence of solution 
the stability of finite difference scheme and the non-negative property of numerical solution '. 
Introduction 
The differential equation describing diffusion process of matter S in a river or 
open channel is as follows: 
where 
as+ v as - _.!:_~ (wPas) + bS = ¢ 
fJt ox w ox ox ' 
x is the coordinate along the streamed, 
t - the time, v - the average velocity, 
w - the area of cross section, 
(0.1) 
P 2::: 80 > 0 - the general diffusion coefficient, 
b 2::: 0 - the decay coefficient. . 
Equation (0.1) is of parabolf~ type. In order to solve this boundary problem, 
beside the initial condition at the time t = 0: S(x, 0) = S0 (x), one more boundary 
condition is needed at every boundary S(Li , t) = SL; (t) , (L1 = x1 = 0, L2 = xN = 
L). 
At the inflow boundary Li the boundary condition will be given by S(Li, t) = 
fi(t) 2::: 0. At the outflow boundary we will consider that S(Li, t) is resulted from 
the transport process or ~SI = 0. 
uX L; 
In the river or open channel system (see fig. 1) beside the boundary conditions 
at the boundary nodes A, B, C, it is necessary to give the adjoint conditions at the 
internal nodes D, E, F . 
These adjoint conditions are resulted from the law of matter conservati9rt :-a.nd 
on the supposion that there are no source, no creation, no decay of matter S at the 
internal nodes (see [5]). · · 
a j - j - j (as) -'-at SidV + SivndS + Pi ox i dS = 0, 
v s s 
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i·' I 
where 
ID is the set of branches having common internal node D, 
Qi - the discharge at the node D of the river branch i , 
Vn - th~ projection of the velocity vector on the external normal vector of the 
boundary S, 
a · = { 1 if Dis right boundary of river branch i, 
i -1 if D is left boundary of river branch. i. 
a j -Suppose that the component ot SidV is very small in comparison with the 
v 
other ones, and the value sp of the all branches i (i E JD) are equal (Sp = SD) 
then we obtain the following adjoint condition 
1D as 
l:::aiwiPi(ax) i = 0. 
i =l 
(0.2) 
If the diffusion coefficient P does not depend on S , the equation ( 0 .1) is linear. In 
the opposite cases (0.1) is nonlinear equation and we can linearise (0.1), considering 
Son the coefficient Pas known, using the values Sk at the previous time step tk. 
Equation (0.1) can be written in the following form 
as as a ( as) 
- + a- - - P- + bS = </>, at ax ax ax (0.3) 
where 
Paw 
a = v - - - P ~ bo > 0. 
wax ' 
A 
D 
B c 
F_ig. 1 
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1. Existence of the solution 
The linear equation (0.3) with the initial condition S(x , 0) = S0 (x) and the 
boundary conditions S (Li, t) = SL; ( t) ( i = 1, 2) has a unique solution, if these 
conditions and the coefficients of the equation (0.3) are sufficiently smooth. 
By the transformation 
S = Ceg(x ,t)+Mt, M =canst, 
we have 
as = g+Mt [ac ( , M)c] 
at e at + 9t + ' 
as _ g+Mt (ac , c) 
ax - e ax + gx ' 
:x (P~!) = eg+Mt [:x (P~~) + 2Pg~ ~~ + C :x (Pg~)+ PC(g~) 2] . 
Putting (1.1) into (0.3) yields: 
where 
ac , ac a ( ac) ~ 
-+(a - 2Pg)- -- P - +aC=¢, 
at x ax ax ax 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
a 
The function g(x, t) will be chosen so that a - 2Pg~ = 0. For this g~ 
2
p or 
g(x, t) = j_!!_dx and M will be chosen so that a ;::: 0. Then equation (1.2) 
2P 
becomes 
with the following initial and boundary conditions 
C(x, 0) = c 0 (x) = S 0 (x)e- g(x,O)' 
C(Li, t) = CL;(t) = SL;(t)e- g(L; ,t) - Mt. 
We use new transformation 
- £ 2 - x x - Li ( ) 
s = c - L L c L1 ( t) - L - L c L2 t . 
2 - 1 2 1 
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(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Putting (L4) into (1.3) we get: 
where 
as a ( as) - -
-=- P-. -aS+,i.. Bt ox ox <p , (1.5) 
The boundary problem (1.5), (1.6) with the coefficient P 2 b0 > 0 and a 2 0 
has a unique solution (see [4]) . Therefore the linear equation (0.3) has also a unique 
solution. 
2. Stability of the finite difference scheme 
Differencing the equation (0.1) we get: 
Sk+l - sk (v + lvl) Sk+ . ~ - 3k+l (v - lvl) sk+l - Sk+l n n + n n· n-1 + n n+ 1 n 
T 2 t:,. 2 t:,. 
1 S k+1 sk+1 sk+1 8 k+1 
' [( P) n+l - n ( ) n - n-1] Sk+l _ k+l Wnt:,. W n+l/2 . t:,. - WP n-1 / 2 t:,. + bn n - </>n , 
where t:,. = Xn+l - Xn = const, T = tk+l - tk = const. 
The equation (2,1) can be rewritten under the form 
a~S~!i + f3nS~+l + /nS~~i =On, 
where 
r(lvl - v)n T(wP)n+I /2 
an = - 2t;,. - Wnt:,.2 ' 
Q Tl1Jln T(wP)n+I /2 T(wP)n-1/2 
/Jn = 1 + Tbn + ~ + t:,. 2 + t:,. 2 ' il Wn Wn 
r(lvl + v)n r(wP)n-1/2 
/n = - 2t;,. - Wnt:,. 2 ' 
On= s~ + T</>:+1. 
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(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Obviously, the coefficients an , f3n and rn $atisfy the following conditions 
a n < 0, f3n > 0, 
f3n =Jani+ h'nl +an , 
In< 0, 
an = 1 + Tbn > 0. (2.3) 
In the simple case when v = const, w = const, P = const, b = const, (i.e. 
an = a = const, f3n = f3 = const and In = I = const) we can prove the stability of 
this finite difference scheme ( 2 .1). 
Indeed, substituting the solution under the form S~ = >..kSOeincp , where i = y'=I 
and 0 :S r.p < 2?T into the equation (2.2) with </> = 0 we get 
>,k+l(aei(n+l)cp + (3eincp + iei(n-l)cp)So = >..kSOeincp 
Dividing both sides of this expression by S 0 ein<p one deduces 
>..k+l ( aeirp + (3 + 1e- icp) = >. k, 
>.. k+ 1 [f3 + (a + I) cos r.p + i (a - 1) sin r.p J -: >.. k . 
From inequality j(a+1) cosr.pj :S Ja+ 1J ::; lal + 111 it is easy to verify that {3 + (a+ 
ry )cosr.p = 1+rb+111 +Jal+ (a+1)cosr.p > 1, therefore 
l
>,k+ll 1 !>.! = - = < 1. 
).k J[/3+(a+1) cos r.p]2 +(a - 1)2 sin2 r.p 
Let JS~t 1 J =sup JS~+1 j, from (2 .2), (2.3) we have 
n 
l f3S~:1 - lalS~:~1 - blS~:~1I = IS~o + r</>~~ 1 1 , 
1s~+ 1 i(f3- lal -111):::::; sup IS~I + rsup sup . l</>~I, 0 2'5_n~N-l k 2~n~N- l 
sup 1s~+1 1:::::; 1 [ sup IS~I +rsup sup l</>~1] 2~n~N-l 1 +Tb 2~n~N-l k 2~n~N-l 
< sup JS~I + T sup sup l</>~I :S . . · 
2'5_n~N-l k 2~n~N- l 
. .. ::; sup IS~I + (k + l)rsup sup l</>~J . (2.4) 
2'5_n'5_N-l k 2'5_n~N-l 
Denoting jjshjjh =sup sup jS~j, jj¢hjjh =sup sup J<t>~J , 
k l<n<N k 2~n~N-l 
ll S~Jlh = sup J S~j , llS;.I~ =sup JS£J, from (2.4) one deduces 
· l~n~N k 
It mean that the finite difference scheme (2.1) is stable unconditionally with 
respect to r / ..6. 
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3. Calculation of the matter propagation on a nver and the non-
negative property of the numerical solution 
Let the function </>( x, t), boundary condition and initial condition s0 ( x) be non-
negative. We shall prove that the matter concentration S~ on a river is non-negative. 
For this we si1ppose that S~ ~ 0 and prove s~+1 :2'.: 0. 
1) At the. left boundary L 1 : 
i) We have the given boundary condition SL; ( t) = Ji ( t) :2'.: 0 if the flow is inflow 
(i.e. v1 :2'.: 0), therefore 
ii) If the .flow is outflow ( v1 < 0) we determine the value S as follows: Suppose 
that there are no source, no process of matter diffusion, creation, decay at the 
boundary, then we obtain the equation 
as as 
at + 111 as = 0· 
Equation (3.1) can be solved by the following two methods: 
- Method of characteristics (see fig. 2) 
* Determine the coordinate of the point A: XA = x1 - V1T 
*Determine the index n so that: Xn-1 < XA < Xn 
* Calculate value S~ by linear interpolation 
Sk = Sk + XA - Xn-l(Sk _ Sk ) . 
A n-1 n n-1 
Xn - Xn-1 
* Take Sf+1 = S~ 
t 
tk+1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fig. 2 
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(3.1) 
(3.2) 
- Difference method: 
* Determine the least index n so that 
. 
Xn - X1 > rlv1I, 
sk+1 - sk . sk - sk 
1 1 + 111 n 1 = O, 
T Xn - X1 
s~+l = (1 - rlv1I ) s~ + rlv1I S~ . 
Xn - X1 Xn - X1 
Obviously by both methods we get s~+i 2 O if S~ 2 0. 
2) At the right bound ary L 2 : 
(3.3) 
i) We have also the given boundary con di t i on S £ 2 ( t) = h ( t) 2 0 if the flow is 
inflow ( v N :S 0). Therefore 
ii) If the flow is outflow (vN > 0) the value S~+l may be calculated also from the 
equation 
as as 
-+ vN - =0 fJt ox 
by two methods: 
- Method of characteristics (see Fig. 2) 
S k+1 _ sk N - B· (3.4) 
- Difference method 
S k+l = ( - TVN ) sk T VN sk N 1 N + n> 
XN - Xn XN - Xn 
. (3.5) 
where the maximum. index n is chosen so that T VN < XN - Xn. We get also s~+l 2 0 
ifs~ ~ o. · 
3) At the interior p oints Xn (n = 2, 3, ... , N - 1) 
Equation system (2.2) with the coefficients satisfying the condition (2.3) has the 
unique solution (see [1]). 
System (2.2) is solved by the double sweep method 
where 
S k+l r sk+ l n+l = ,t.,n+l n + r n+l, 
r _ - /n+l . . 
,t.,n+l - (3 r ' 
n+ l + an+l ,t_,n+2 
Dn+1 - an+ 1 r n+2 
rn+l = (3 r ; 
n+l + an+l,t_,n+2 
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r 
_ sk+1 
N - N 
(3.6) 
and the computational error is not accumulated (see [2], [3]). From (3.6) we have 
CN = 0 and rN = S~+l ~ 0. 
Using inductive method we can prove that 
0 < Ln < 1 and r n ~ 0 ( n = 2, .. . , N - 1). 
Indeed, suppose that 
0 $ Cn+i < 1 and r n+1 ~ 0. 
From (2.2), (2.3) and </>(x, t) ~ 0 it yields bn ~ 0 and 
therefore 
f3n + anCn+1 = f3n - i'Ynl - Ian!+ IT'nl + lanl - lanlCn+i 
= Gn + hnl + la:nl(l - .Cn+1) > l'Ynl 
From (3.7) and (3~6) we get 
S k+1 .c 8 k+1 > 0 n+l = n+l n + r n+l - · 
(3.7) 
If the boundary condition at the outflow boundary Li is aas I = 0, then from 
X L ; 
this boundary condition and (3.6) one deduces: 
a) For the case £ 2 is outflow and £ 1 is inflow boundaries: 
b) For the case £ 1 is outflow and £ 2 is inflow boundaries: 
.CN = 0, 
Conclusion. Any finite difference scheme with the coefficients an, f3n, 'Yn of 
the equation (2.2) satisfying the condition (2.3) is unconditional stable and the 
numerical solution is not negative. 
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4. Calculation of the matter propagation on CL 1 ! ·; e 1 system 
We divide the nodes of a river system into two kinds: the boundary nodes and 
the internal nodes. 
1) At the boundary node A, B , C (see Fig. 1) 
The value Sft 1 or s~;- 1 is calculated by the formulas (3.2) , (3.3) or (3.4), (3.5), 
where i E I , I is the set of all boundary nodes. 
2) At the internal nodes D , E, F' 
We shall calculate simultaneously the values s;+1 of the all internal nodes j E J, 
J is the set. of internal nodes. 
Differencing the adjoint condition (0.2) at the node D, we get 
( 4.1) 
where S* = Sk+.1 i m,i 
{
2 
m-
N-1 
if D is left boundary of branch i 
if D is right boundary of branch i. 
3) At the interior points of the river branch i the values S~~1• are calculated by 
the following double sweep method 
Sk+1 -r sk+1 - sk+1 + R n+l = Ln+l n + Tn+l N n+l, (4.2) 
where 
ln+l = - /n+l . L N = 0, 
f3n+l + O'.n+ILn+2 
- O'.n+1Tn+2 
T n+ 1 = ; r N = 1, 
. f3n+l + O'.n+1Ln+2 
D _ Dn+l - O'.n+iRn+2. RN = 0 . 
.Lt.n+l - ' 
f3n+l + O'.n+1 L n+2 
From ( 4.2) with n = 1 it yields 
s~+i = £2s~+1 + r2S~+i + R2 = v2S~+1 + µ2s~+i + e2, 
where V2 = l2 , µ2 = r2, ()2 = R2. We have in general 
S k+l · sk+1 8 k+1 + e ,~ = Vn · 1 + µn ._ N n , (4.3) 
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where 
Lin = lnlJn- 1; 
µn = rn + lnµn-1; 
Bn =Rn+ lnBn- li 
From ( 4.3) one deduces 
l.11 = 1, 
µ1=0, 
81 = 0. 
sk+1 _ sk+1 sk+1 e 
m,i - IJm,i l,i + µm,i N,i + m,i· · 
Putting (4.4) into (4.1) we get 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
One of the values Sf.y1 or S~~1 wil.l be matter concentration S at the node D (it 
depends on that Dis left or right boundary of river branch i). The other one will be 
concentration Sat the second boundary of river branch i (for example at boundary 
node A, or internal node E, ·or internal node F) . 
Equation ( 4.5) is a linear equation describing the correlation of the matter con-
centrations Sat (JD+ 1) nodes of the river system. 
At ear.h internal node there is always one linear equation like (4.5) . Therefore 
we get the linear algebraic equation system: 
AS=c (4.6) 
having the order equal to the number of internal . modes and the unknowns are the 
matter concentrations S at the mentioned nodes. Solving the equation system ( 4.6) 
we get the matter concentrations S at all of the internal nodes of the river system. 
4) At the interior point Xn of each river branch i 
We shall calculate the values S~t1 (n = 2, 3, . . . , N - 1) by the formula (4.2) or 
(4.3)' or (3.6). ' 
R emark. At each internal node (for example, node D), the values S~~1 may be 
calculated separately. We have two methods for calculating these values. 
1. From the adjoint condition (0.2) one deduces 
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where 
{
8 k+1 8~ = 2,i , 
i 3k+l 
N - 1,i' 
if D is left boundary of river branch i 
if Dis right boundary of river branch i 
and s;,t1, S~'._\,i may be determine by the met.hod of characteristic or explicit. finite 
difference method. 
2) Using other adjoint condition (see [7), [8]), we have 
where If; is the set of river branches having inflow at the node D, I{? - the set of 
branch having ou t.fiow at D, ID = I/; + I;?, Q D; is the water discharge of branch i 
at D. . . . 
The .values s'Jy+1 , i E If: are calculated by the method of characteristic. 
The above · algorithm was used for calculating the matt.er propagat.io:q. in the 
DONGNAI-SAIGON river system (see [5]), where v is computed from the one 
dimensional Saint-Venant equation system (see [6]) 
az aQ 
Bat +ax = q, 
_aQ_ + 2v-aQ_ + B(c2 - v2)_az = [iB +(-aw) ]112 - _gw_Q_IQ_I 
m & & &h ~ 
by using the difference scheme 
8f lk+l = 1:tt + j~+l - f~+l - !~ ' 
at n+l / 2 2r 
8f lk+l = 1:tt - j~+l 
ax n+l/2 ~ 
And the DONGNAI-SAIGON river system was modelled as follows 
Ong Co 
Dau Tieng 
Thai My Ben Luc NhaBe 
Tri An 
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TiNH LAN TRUYEN vAT CHAT TREN Hi;: THONG s6NG HoAc KENH HO 
Bai bao trinh bay cac van de san: 81.r ton t~i nghi~m Cl'ia bai toan, Sl.r 6n d!nh 
Clla SCY do sai phan, tfnh chat kh6ng fun d1a nghi~m bang SO khi cac dieu ki~n cfau 
va dieu ki~n bien kh6ng am. 
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